This article will examine and explore the urgency of the state's civil apparatus to be neutral in the simultaneous local election. State civil apparatus is an apparatus that works to serve the public interest rather than serve a particular group. That is why the need for the construction of constitutional law in an effort to create regulations in order the state civil apparatus has to be neutral. The construction by progressive constitutional law is by looking for new ways or role breaking and innovative breakthroughs, if the normal way and normative unable to immediately realize the objectives of the simultaneous local elections. There are three ways: First, to revoke the right to vote of state civil apparatus in the general election. Second, models political apointee bureaucracy in the local government. Third, change the model of career guidance state civil apparatus fom government regional autonomy to the central government by rank or class.
One of the advantages of simultaneous elections is to strengthen and expand people's participation in the region to choose the desired political leader. According to Larry Daimond, the widespread political participation of the people is the essence of democratic practice in Indonesia after the New Order.
1 Simultaneous election will increase voter participation and at the same time eliminate the political saturation of the people in the election, because the direct election tradition introduced since 2004
has led the type of election in Indonesia most in the world. 2 Even the most complex in the world. 3 At least in five years the people can participate in the election five times, namely Legislative Election, President Election, Governor Election, Regent or Mayor
Election. And almost every day people are treated to the phenomenon of elections in Indonesia. That is why people's participation in local election tends to decline every time. 4 This direct local election system is still hampering bad practices that will potentially reverse the direction of local democracy (point to return), namely the election of regional heads who lack adequate regional leadership capacity and poor moral footprint. As a result the chosen ways to win the competition in local election simultaneously by justifying any means to achieve the ambition of political power.
Debate on dichotomy between politics and bureaucracy has long been an interesting part in the study of politics and governance. 5 One of the bad ways that is often practiced by the candidate of the head of region, especially the incumbent is to utilize the position of the regional head to influence the neutrality of the State Civil Apparatus (SCA) in the region. This is similar to the politicization of SCA which resulted in the decline of morale and the loss of public confidence in bureaucratic apparatus. 2 Slamet Efendi Yusuf, 'Pemilihan Umum Serentak Nasional' in Khairul Fahmi dkk (ed) (Rajawali Press 2015) . [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] ; R. Siti Zuhro, 'Urgensi Pemilihan Kepala Derah Serentak' in Khairul Fahmi dkk (ed) (Rajawali Press 2015) . [352] [353] [354] [355] [356] [357] [358] [359] [360] [361] [362] [363] [364] [365] [366] [367] [368] [369] .
3 Chusnul Mar'iyah, 'Politik Institusionalisasi Penyelenggara Pemilu Di Indonesia, Studi Model Komisi Pemilihan Umum Pasca Reformasi' in Andy Ramses dkk (ed) (MIPI Press 2010) . .
4 Agus Riwanto, 'Pemilu Serentak' Republika ( Jakarta , 22 February 2015 In the first round elections of 2015, which took place in 269 districts, cities and provinces, the incumbent candidate in the elections in 2015 reached 82.5 percent of these, the majority of the incument won the contestation. So the incument won elections with a comparison of 57.9 percent and 42.1 percent of the non-incumbent. 7 In the second round of elections in 2017 took place in 101 areas consisting of 7 provinces, 76 districts, and 18 cities. It has become a common 10 Putra Ananda, 'Birokrasi Jadi Mesin Pemenangan Incumbent' (Media Indonesia, 2015) <http://www.mediaindonesia.com/news/read/18892/birokrasi-masih-jadi-mesin-pemenanganIncumbent/2015-08-06> accessed 1 January 2018. dan Putra Ananda, 'PNS Masih Jadi Mesin Pemenangan' (Media Indonesia, 2015) <http://mediaindonesia.com/news/read/6116/pns-masihjadi-mesin-pemenangan/2015-08-07> accessed 1 January 2018.
and Expenditure Budget (APBD) and SCA budgets to contribute to victory in local elections is the high cost of elections. Not worth the cost incurred and the salary earned by the candidates after becoming head of the region.
11 This resulted in the tactical efforts of the incumbent to maintain power by exploiting the budget of APBD to cover the high cost of local election.
The factor of regional bureaucratic style that is still long-standing inherited from the New Order that tend to be irrational and not rational-modern, but patrimonial characteristic, where the position and behavior in the whole hierarchy is based more on personal relationships and relationships "father-son"
or patron-client -relationship is another factor that drives SCA un-neutrality.
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The characteristic of this patrimonial bureaucracy is very close to the concept of political culture which in our society has very strong roots with Javanese culture influenced by the "father" relationship. In this "father" system, in principle, the "father" or patron bears the fulfillment of social, material and spiritual needs for his "subordinates" or clients. The "boys" get all the protection with all the loyalty and volunteer to fulfill all the "father" orders. The most decisive factor in this factor is indebtedness, which raises the high respect of the "men" to the "father".
In this case civil servants and bureaucracies may never oppose their superiors, even if they are clearly not true.
At this point, it is necessary to have a projective thinking to understand and explore more broadly about the factors that encourage the incoherence of local bureaucracy apparatus in simultaneous local election and the construction of constitutional law in order to prevent bureaucratic apparatus remain neutral in order to achieve impartially the public services, as well as to promote the realization of the political objectives of the system regional autonomy, namely the people's welfare and public civilization.
Urgency Neutrality of Civil State Apparatus
The essence of the political choice of regional autonomy is the change of the electoral system from indirectly to the direct. According to the Stufenbau Theory which among others remind the highest legal norms of the constitution is the highest abstract guidelines underlying all policies under the hierarchy. the problem of relationships between executives, bureaucracy and SCA is very strong and interdependent. Inevitably, in the theory of rational choice both have the potential to use it to gain political economy and power. 16 The icumbent executives who want to fight in the elections require bureaucracy and SCA through strategic policies that will boost the image of politics and popularism that will vote on the local election, while SCA also requires executive hand in the form of a desire to obtain strategic Echelon positions and/or retain the Echelon positions in his grip.
This mutualist-symbiotic relation promotes the presence of various ways and styles to influence the neutrality of SCA in elections. Whereas professionalism is known in SCA is the key word of success in public service and runs the functions of government for the welfare of the people. If the SCA is easily undermined by its professionalism in the supporting vortex of Incumbent candidates not only in daily stance, but also the strategic policies of regional bureaucracy, it is certain that the regional bureaucracy has failed to assume the people's mandate not to utilize public positions as tools to perpetuate the political power of the incumbent in local election.
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SCA neutrality in politics can be interpreted as impartial to group / group, not discriminative in service and not influenced by the interest of certain political party. 18 The Urgency of SCA neutrality in elections is to realize a fair and democratic competition model. Because the SCA behavior that supports the Incumbent is a poison of democracy that makes the map of power not rolled to everyone, but only spins in the ring of political elites. Even this model would have the potential to give rise to discriminatory politics, because it encourages politically those who have had political privileges before competing in local elections. 
Non-neutral Factors of SCA
Indeed there are a number of factors that encourage non-neutral SCA in Indonesia's elections in two mutualist-symbiotic perspectives: Incumbent and SCA's own perspective.
Incumbent Perspective
From a incumbent perspective there are a number of weaknesses that allow the shooters to use bureaucracy and SCA to support their election in the elections. elections resulted in the finding that the total candidate campaign fund is greater than the cost of organizing the election, the biggest expenditure being the dowry to the political party. With a count based on the price of one seat set Rp.250 million, if the political party has a seat 10 in the DPRD of an area, then the dowry to be paid candidates is, Rp, 2.5 billion. often transform into shadow government in local governments that collaborate on triangle between local head, local strogment and local busines to manage local government, ranging from organizing projects and placement of positions in related offices. 23 This method is relatively able to break the self-defense of SCA to loyal to the Incumbent. Hence the practice of providing support to SCA framing often occurs due to these threat and provocation factors, such as donations of money and covert campaign attributes, to attending campaign activities using official clothing and accessories.
Civil State Apparatur Perspective
While from the perspective of SCA there are a number of weaknesses of bureaucratic system and culture that allows SCA's to participate in the support of candidates especially incumbent in local election. First, the remaining culture of the 32 years of the New Order's ruling government that puts SCA as the main engine of its sustaining power. At that time, the neutrality of SCA was never enforced. Instead, the position of SCA is used as Golkar's political machine in elections. The effectiveness of this political machine is guaranteed by linking SCA's career with its support of and activity in Golkar. 24 Therefore, the appearance of bureaucracy at that time have long-lasting emotional and structural relationships. Not infrequently the appointment of echelon officials in the local government is always associated with the service politics of the boss. So that it can be possible when his boss (Incumbent) is fighting to keep his power in the elections, of course everything will be sought including asking "repayment" for services provided by the boss to the boss. There are strong evidences that bureaucrats also take advantages by getting involved in political struggle for power in the local election. The bureaucrats are hoping to be promoted because of supporting the Incumbent in the prior local election process. This is similar to mutual political cooperation that the both sides have positive effects from this position.
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The Legal Construction of Neutrality State Civil Apparatur
The problem of non-neutrality of SCA in the localelection will continue to be a problem in the elections because there is an increasing tendency and is difficult to avoid, as there are a number of regulations that regulate the neutrality of SCA, but it is not effective enough to prevent SCA non-neutral behavior. This is where the legal policy of law is required 'legal policy', or official (policy) line about the law which will be applied either by the creation of new law or with the replacement of the old law, in order to achieve the purpose of the state. 28 While the meaning of progressive is (1) to the progress; and (2) to the improvement of circumstances. This is in line with Satjipto Rahardjo's notion of progressive law, that is to direct the law that is capable of following the development of the times, to be able to answer the problems that develop in the society, and be able to serve the society by relying on the aspect of morality. 30 The political strategy of constitutional law in order to prevent SCA from being non-neutral in the elections is to seek new ways (breaking role) and innovative breakthroughs, if normal and normative ways are not able to immediately realize the objectives of the elections.
One of the basic messages of progressive law, is to keep the law from being tied to a rigid, stagnant, and serbaformal machine. Thus, it can accommodate the heterogeneity, originality, and creativity that grows in the community. This message should be accepted as a shift in enthusiasm in the management of constitutional law.
A progressive feature of constitusional law is more democratic and more responsive.
Progressive law puts people first, devotes to the welfare and happiness of the people.
The ideal constitusional law should set up systems that satisfy as many people as possible, hear more, understand more. That is, accommodate a more democratic system. 31 The operationalization of the idea of preventing SCA from being neutral in elections is through two ways, (1) removing SCA voting rights in elections and (2) designing a bureaucratic Political apointee model in provincial and district/city governments and (3) altering the SCA Center career pemba and Area by rank/class.
Law Construction Revokes the Electoral Rights of SCA in Elections.
The idea of removing SCA's right to vote is based on the argument that SCA is a state servant and public servant based on an attitude of impartiality without discrimination. Therefore, in the SCA apparatus, the state's spirit and politics are reflected, ie, prioritizing the public interest on behalf of the state above the personal interests of certain groups, groups and political parties.
Keeping SCA from being interfered by political leaders (presidents and only SCA is a civil apparatus that is mandated to implement public policy with certain positions. In fact, the embryonic abrogation of the right of SCA not to be elected in political office has begun through the provisions of Articles 119 and 123
Paragraph (3) of Law no. 5 Year 2014 on SCA, which prohibits SCA not to run for regional head or deputy head of region, except to resign from office. This clause should be upgraded to the removal of suffrage in elections to further encourage the neutrality of SCA in the political arena of power.
In political practice in many countries that do not exercise the right to vote in the general election is a military element as a representation to maintain the sovereignty and integrity of the state, while civil society including SCA still exercises the right to vote. However, political practice compounds with the traditions and needs of a country. All the legal policy of the state is a choice based on the political objectives of the state. 34 This means that a political policy can be reviewed at any time in accordance with political aspirations and state policies. 35 In the history of social politics in Indonesia, both SCA and Indonesian national army (TNI) or Police of the Republic of Indonesia (Polri) have ups and downs their involvement in practical politics, both in the right to vote and the right to be elected in accordance with the choice of legal policy of the state. In the New Order era, for example, the TNI/Polri was not neutral in politics, it became the main pillar of the New Order power with the jargon of "Dwi Fungsi' ABRI has placed ABRI position as the most strategic tool of the New Order's power, besides as the state sovereignty and also employed as a political player most reliable. 36 Similarly, civil servants in the New Order era may become politicized by becoming members of Golkar and elected in the election as long as they get the permission of their superiors. 
Construction of Bureaucracy of Local Government Political Apointee
The next attempt to prevent SCA from playing politics with regional heads in the local election from the aspect of progressive law is the need to design a model of local government bureaucracy from conventional to political apointee model. Political appointees are subject to more ethics restrictions than regular executive branch employees. For purposes of this discussion, the term 'political 38 Pan Mohamad Fais, 'Embrio Dan Perkembangan Pembatasan HAM Di Indonesia' (Pan Mohamad Faiz.com, 2007) US political apointee officials are usually assigned to lead an important institution, agency and agencies in local government that can be a benchmark of the success of running local governments whose influence can be felt by the local public. Creating a political apointee model in local government in post-election local election is a very possible idea to answer the public disappointment because the Incumbent always intervene and influence the regional SCAs to support it in the elections as a consequence the SCA apparatus is not neutral in the local election.
The political apointee model in the bureaucracy in the regional government is also intended to work in the heads of the regions to be assisted by non-career professionals who have been working with local heads since before the elections.
So that the heads of regions quickly in running the program, its visions. 41 The pluralists known to elected regional heads in the elections are mostly not from career bureaucrats, but from entrepreneurs, politicians, social workers and even artists. It's hard to expect them to quickly work because they do not have a loyalist team. Not infrequently the head of this region must adjust to regional bureaucracy SCA within 1-2 years of new work.
The people who are allowed to be mandated to become political apointee officials are influential people who are often asked for advice by the head of the county and successful teams whose public accountability is undoubted.
In this case the elected head of state may appoint a personal political apointee, that is, those who are political officers from outside the ranks of the career bureaucracy to be placed as regional heads and supervisors of the public bureaucracy system at various agencies, agencies and agencies in the LG. If it applies the US model in managing the local bureaucracy in Indonesia, it is hoped that in time there will be two civil servants: First, the civil servant/state official (PNP) who is a political apointee appointed by a political official with a period of work following the political officer who appoints him. Second, civil servants who are non-partisan career/professional bureaucrats. 42 Placing political apointee in the local government bureaucracy will at least be able to increase the prestige of SCA because it is not always subject to command orders of the regional head, since the regional head has a core team that will assist conceptual and technical works through political apointee. Thus there is at least a balance of roles between bureaucrats originating SCA careers and non-career political apointees. Is not it true that in reality the local government practice is actually the head of the region in the work has been determined by the local strogman, as in the practice of local government in Jambi Province, only determined by the strong man initials "HR", he who plays an important role, among others: 1). determining who should be promoted to regional officials; 2). as an executive representative when negotiating with employers, and even serves to filter out the levers that will compete in project bids in Jambi; 3). acting as mediator actor between NGO and governor; 4). acts as an intermediate between the governor and the political party. 43 Therefore, in fact, placing political apointee has long been in existence in the local bureaucracy practice in Indonesia, has only not been defined defact by defacto.
Placing this political Apointee is a way that will put SCA to be more honorable and dignified. SCA position is not just as subordination and implementing engine, but comparable or co-equality with the executive. Thus the bureaucracy is a politic but hinghly politized force. In other words, the bureaucracy is by no means partisan politics, but because its expertise has the power to make professional policies. 44 The idea needs to design the bureaucracy of this local government to be shaded through the system of legislation, the concrete step is to revise Law No. 5 of 2014 on SCA to include a new clause on two types of regional bureaucratic apparatus consisting of career SCA and non-career political apointee.
Construction of Law Changes SCA Development Center and Region
To further strengthen this idea, a progressive law of progressive law is required by altering the SCA career coaching model, for SCA regions class IV-b to the promotion of careers, promotion and rotation by the Ministry of Home Affairs (MoHA) so that they can be qualified to the central SCA or National SCA. While SCA areas classified IV-b under career pembinaam, promotion and rotation can be done by the head of the region. This argument about the choice of groups IV-b up and down is based on the assumption that SCAs that are often intervened by heads of regions are those with echelon II positions whose average starts from group IV-b and above. With the sharing of central and regional SCAs based on these groups will be able to nurture regional SCA careers as it will be able to provide SCA opportunities for a tour of duty in their careers in all bureaucratic lines, and at the same time be able to rank SCA human resources throughout Indonesia as well as potentially SCA accumulation in suatau area.
Conclusion
Factors that can encourage the non-neutrality of SCA in local election can be seen from two perspectives from the perspective of local heads of Incumbent: 1). the choice of direct model local election costly is not proportional to the salary that can be when elected to head region, looking for shortcuts to utilize APBD and apartaur SCA funds to support the nomination; 2). the traffickers tend to benefit from the advantages of SCA which has a network of structures down to the village become a disadvantage as a tool for socialization and promotion of election activities; 3).
SCAs are suppressed by strong people in the area (gangster/local strogmen) to support prospective Incumbent. What are the factors of SCA itself; 1). patrimonial and patron-client bureaucratic culture; 2). the non-enforcement of SCA neutrality regulation in politics; 3). SCA is swept up by sweet pledge of Incumbent that will divide the post cake on post-elected SCA in elections.
